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ACT Mission

To translate political and military guidance into capability requirements to uphold NATO’s global security interests
ACT Components & Subordinate commands

- Joint Warfare Centre (JWC)
- Joint Force Training Centre (JFTC)
- SACT Representative to the Pentagon
- Allied Command Transformation (ACT)
- Staff Element Europe (SEE)
- Joint Analysis and Lessons Learned Centre (JALLC)
- SACT Representative in Europe (STRE)

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
SACT's Overarching role

Support Operations

Lead Military Transformation

Engage, Interact & Co-operate
THE ACT TRIDENT
Outputs

Interoperability

Strategic Thinking

Capability Development

Education & Training

Partners + Outreach

Coherence

Lessons Identified

Lessons Learned

Current Operations & Future

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
Transformational HUB

- Alliance Nations
- IO/GO/NGO
- Partner Nations
- Industry
- Academia
- Centres of Excellence
- U.S. Joint Staff Entities
- Transformation Entities
- Training Centres
NATO Centres of Excellence

- Nationally or Multi-nationally sponsored entities
- 18 accredited COEs
ACT Medical Branch Activity

Policy Doctrine Education
Requirements and Capabilities
Concepts Development and Experimentation
Multi-nationality and Quality Improvement
CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

- IDENTIFICATION of requirements/shortfall or structural change
- Requirements allocated to nations or NATO
- Equipment & structural based
- Equipment & structural based
- Concept development
- Experimentation
- Solution identified
- If required
- Possible solutions?
- Doctrinal change
- Requirement met
- Requirement shortfall met
- ACT supports development of

NATO UNCLASSIFIED
Questions?

NATO HQ SACT Medical Branch
sebastien.bardot@act.nato.int